Mary Bridge Emergency Department
Rotation Expectations for Residents
Review full orientation packet on line https://sites.google.com/site/marybridgeed/home
• Before your rotation, you are required to attend one of the MB ED orientation sessions. Your program has
the list of dates and times. No need to schedule, just show up at MB ED on the scheduled date and time!
• If this is your first rotation at any MultiCare site, you will have received an “all clear email” from Kareena
with your MultiCare computer log in and where to find your MHS ID badge (in the desk drawer of the MB
ED ESR.)
• For parking passes, please visit the GME web site for instructions listed under the Resident tab:
https://www.multicare.org/graduate-medical-education/
• For your schedule at MB ED, please visit the MB ED google site above. Any changes in your schedules are
to be directed to Kandreas@multicare.org
• For Madigan Emergency Medicine R3s: You will be scheduled for a Tuesday day shift in Anesthesia – MB
OR for airway experience. Arrive at 0715 at the front desk of the TG/MB Operating Department and ask
for the “Anesthesia Facilitator.” Dr. Brian McCoy is the TG/MB Anesthesia Director. Send him a reminder
text or email the night before (cell# 360.689.6166) letting him know you are scheduled for the following
day. If you have any questions, he may also be reached at bmccoymd@gmail.com or 253-274-1668 or
Taraysa Howard at taraysa.howard@mckesson.com
Attendance at MB ED:
• On your first day, come 30 minutes prior so you can orient yourself and check that your epic password is
working.
• Our shifts are very punctual and you are expected to arrive on time, if you are running late you must call
the ER and speak to an attending. The ER number is 253-403-1418.
• If you are sick, call the ER and again speak with an attending, then email all three in one email: Dr. Ahmed
Sahmed@multicare.org , Kareena Andreas Kandreas@multicare.org and your program director that you
have missed your shift. You may have to find a time to make up the shift.
Use AIDET with each patient/family and Dr. Ahmed’s five sentence program:
1. Knock on door, Apologize for keeping the family waiting: “sorry to keep you waiting”
2. Introduce yourself as “training doctor or jr doctor”
3. While hand sanitizing: “Let me just wash my hands for your safety”
4. Let me sit down so I can listen (use the stool in the room)
5. If with scribe: “This is my note taker, so I can focus on your care”
6. I will go discuss with my supervising doctor and we will come back in 20 min to give you a plan
7. Check if they need any blankets or coffee, tea, water, gatorade. Do not offer child if they need to be NPO, check
with your attending
8. At some point also express empathy, tell the family that sounds terrible or you are sorry about that
9. Upon their discharge, ask if there is anything else you can do for them or if they have any questions
Only place orders after you have confirmed with your attending
Use the res note for all your notes
Keep your patient up to date with the plan, time and reassess and document it
You must fill out an evaluation card and give it to your attending after each shift. They are located in the hanging
black box with a while label “Resident Evaluations.” The box is mid-way on the unit by the Attending One desk
and staff room 19.
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